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EU
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR YOUTH TO
GAIN WORK AND
EXPERIENCE
“The only source of knowledge is experience.”
Albert Einstein.
You are young and want to know how Europe
support you?
Do you know that “Quality employment for all
and quality learning are two of the eleven goals of
the EU Youth strategy 2019-2027?
In this article we will explore the opportunities
available for the youth to gain work and
experience.

Volunteering
Firstly, volunteering is an activity which respects
these criteria:
undertaken of a person’s own free will and
involves the commitment of time and energy to
actions that benefit others and society as a
whole
unpaid (although it can involve reimbursement
of expenses directly related to the activity)
for a non-profit cause, primarily undertaken
within a nongovernmental organization, and
thus clearly isn't motivated by material or
financial gain
not used to substitute or replace paid
employment.

You may ask yourself what are the benefits?
Well, volunteering is an excellent way to develop
your soft skills. Indeed, in a world where everybody
seems to follow the same path, it is good to wonder
how can I make a difference? What is my added
value?
Volunteering is a unique experience that can
change your life forever. Have you heard about
comfort zone? It is common to say that growth
appears outside of it! As a volunteer, not only you
will have the chance to meet new persons, but you
will also be raising your social awareness.
Anyone can volunteer. All you need are
motivation, compassion and the willingness to
work and learn from the people in the community.
The thing is that when you give, you receive so
much in return.
Now, if you are interested, in order to be a
successful experience, it is necessary to choose an
opportunity that matches your skills, interests and
availability. So, ask yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are my goals and expectations?
How much time do I have available?
What kind of tasks would I like to undertake?
Which skills can I offer?

The main volunteering sectors in Europe are Sports
and outdoors activities, followed by education,
arts and music or cultural associations.
You can apply through the European Solidarity
Corps.
It is a European initiative for the young between 18
and 30 that provides mostly volunteering
opportunities. Furthermore , you can also find job
opportunities related to solidarity.
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Youth exchanges
Under the umbrella of Erasmus+, program that
supports education, training, youth and sports, you
can attend youth exchanges.
It allows group from different countries to meet,
live together and work on a project for a short
period lasting from 5 to 21 days.
The young must be between 13 and 30 years old.
However, the only condition for the group leader is
to be 18 years old.
Another point is that individuals cannot
participate directly in a youth exchange. It is
important to be a member of an organization.
Youth exchanges are excellent to get knowledge in
a non-formal way.

EURES
EURES is the European Job Mobility. One of the
main benefits to be an EU Citizen is the principle of
free movement of workers. It means that you can
move to any EU Member State, as well as Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland to look for and
take a job.
Your first Eures job, is the opportunity for young
between 18 to 35 to find a job, traineeship or
apprenticeship opportunity in another EU country,
Norway or Iceland and to help employers find
qualified workforce.
It aims to match young jobseekers with
remunerated employment offers across Europe.
Placements must have a duration of at least 6
months (for jobs and apprenticeships) or 3 months
(for traineeships).
You may also be eligible for financial support to
attend an interview abroad, as well as to cover
costs such as language training, recognition of
qualifications or relocation to the destination
country.
Your first EURES job is open to candidates with
different levels of education and/or work
experience.

My perspective
As an actual volunteer in Cyprus, I encouraged
you to enroll yourself in a solidarity project. I also
encouraged you to attend as many youth
exchanges as possible. I was not aware of these
opportunities before 2019.
At the end of each projects (volunteer or youth
exchanges) you can obtain a certificate called
YOUTHPASS. It is a tool to document and recognize
learning outcomes from youth work and solidarity
activities. Nowadays, it is common for a lot of
young to take at least a gap year in their learning
process, but it is not always well seen by recruiters.
Thanks to YOUTHPASS, you can work on 8
different soft skills.
However, you should know that volunteering is a
very serious thing. Do not join a project in order to
escape something. It is very important to take your
time, to take in considerations the pro and the
cons. You will face challenges: separation from
your friends and family, live with strangers,
language barrier…
Nevertheless, if becoming a volunteer or attending
a youth exchanges fit your goals. Go ahead. You
will find strength to overcome any challenges! As
far as I am concerned, volunteering is like a gym
workout. At the beginning it is hard, but steps by
steps, with regularity and determination you
overcome the pain and enjoy the process.
So, it is up to you!!
Written by Edlyne BERTILLE.
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My country is the best because..
Italy is the country where wherever
you go and wherever you move you will
always feel at home.
It is located in the heart of the
Mediterranean and all the civilizations
that occupied our peninsula and its
islands since ancient times left many
traces of them and that is why the
"beautiful country" has millions of
historical remains. Never in any other
nation will you find as much culture
and beauty as in Italy.
Italy is full of splendid cities such as
Rome, Turin, Milan, Venice, Florence,
Naples ... and many others! Rome is the
heart of Italy as it is its capital. The city
also has one of the seven wonders of
the ancient world: the Colosseum!
Milan instead is the Italian city that is
most talked about these days, the city
of fashion and where we find the
famous Duomo. The 'boot' not only has
cities famous all over the world but also
splendid beaches and mountains to ski
in winter and take wonderful walks in
summer. People also go to the beautiful
hills on which to rest with a wonderful
view .. for nature lovers in the Alps
there are many national parks and
nature reserves and for climbers one of
the highest mountains in Europe: Mont
Blanc.

In the South you can admire volcanoes
famous all over the world: Vesuvius and
Etna, where in winter you can even ski!
I personally am a lover of the Italian
islands! The largest of the Italian islands,
my Sicily, is a real paradise waiting to be
discovered. From the baroque beauties of
Eastern Sicily to the coasts, without
forgetting the beauties of Palermo and its
nearby beaches, San Vito and the Valley
of the Temples.
Italy offers artistic, historical and
architectural
treasures,
beautiful
mountains and a beautiful sea ... but the
most important thing is missing! The
beautiful country is also known for
culinary excellence. The most famous
Italian dish is pizza. It was invented in
Naples and the most famous is
Margherita, in honor of the Queen.
Another dish famous all over the world is
pasta! You can season it with all the
sauces you want, it's always delicious,
but unfortunately ... it's very caloric!

Written by Nawres Haddad
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GAMES
WORD SUDOKU
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GAMES
DAISY
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GAMES
WORD SCRAMBLE
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GAMES SOLUTIONS
WORD SUDOKU
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GAMES SOLUTIONS
DAISY
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GAMES SOLUTIONS
WORD SCRAMBLE
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March 6

March 11

UPCOMING
EVENT

It does not matter how
slowly you go as long as you
do not stop.
Confucius

